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REVENUE CYCLE UPDATE
Revenue cycle expertise, data analytics, workflow optimization and problem solving:
We make your performance improvement our responsibility.
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Salud, automation and the future of claims resolution
By Jesse Ford, CEO
For most healthcare providers and vendors,
the question of how best to successfully
resolve claims issues has been a conundrum.
Roughly 7% of hospital claims are denied,
and many more are repeatedly delayed.
Many organizations add staff for account
resolution, or offshore some of the work to
minimize costs.
Salud has found that throwing labor at these
problems is a costly proposition with a low return
on investment. Instead of acres of cubicles with staff

calling and going on websites, we have devoted
our work to automating the handling of exceptional
claims.
Our advanced analytics and movement toward
machine learning allow us to model what kinds of
problems are likely to occur with each type of claim.
We have long utilized robotic process automation
to reduce the need for human intervention and
maximize productivity.

Read more about Salud’s approach inside...

Salud, automation and the future of claims resolution (continued from page 1)
Automating the claims appeal process
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Tactical group management
We begin by applying a post-denial claims scrubber, an
application that looks for patterns in denials, such as in

Some of the functionality includes:

•

common payer issues for which they have specialized

Auto status. With a single click, staff can access almost
any claim file of key payers, helping prioritize work and

coverage eligibility or coding. Those issues are referred
to Salud’s “tactical groups” – staff teams aligned around

Predictable
modeling

boosting productivity.

•

Screen scraping. When we visit a payer site, we use an
automated function that impersonates a web browser to

expertise.

extract data or perform actions that users would usually
Tactical groups uniquely differentiate Salud through their
ability to:

perform manually.

•

Our issues management system. Tracking recurring claims

•

Create visibility into pathways for resolving high volumes
of accounts receivable

problems from required reporting through resolution

•

Align staff with focused work that they are well trained to
resolve

pending, paid or denied, and identify the patterns found

•
•
•

Maximize speed of appropriate account resolution
Enhance employee experience with work
Prioritize denials based upon account balance, quantity of
denials, payer and account type

These groups utilize our proprietary workflow and
analytics system, SaludSynapse, which aggregates data
from clients, payers and our previous work – including
claim details, status and denials, insurance eligibility and
reimbursement calculations – and uses algorithms to identify
the most relevant issues ranked by the potential impact of
interventions.

makes it easier for staff to see how many claims are
in these statuses.

•

Streamlined payer forms. Pre-populating payer forms
facilitates appeals and underpayment recovery processes,
both reducing manual errors and saving time.

The future
Salud is beginning to use artificial intelligence to predict what
kinds of claims will be denied, determine what solution would
fix the problem and apply robotic process automation to
quickly correct and/or dispute denied claims. Our expertise
with billing, coding, and payer rules; reams of claims, followup and payment history; and technological prowess are
enabling us to apply useful AI tools to conquer revenue cycle
complexity.
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